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Blow Torches / Gas Cartridges

SPECIFICATIONS
Weight 396g
Ignition type Auto push button
Gas consumption 136 g/h
Dimensions (mm) L280 x W94 x H40
Optimum Power 1900 watts
Gas type MAP / PRO
Connection Type CGA600

This torch is designed for direct use with gas 
cartridges using a CGA600 valve, but may be 
used with cartridges with an EN417 valve by 
using a gas cartridge adaptor valve. 
(Product code: FAIGZCONVERT)

Quick Pro Auto Power Torch
Powerful and ergonomic swirl torch 
for skilled plumbing, soldering and 
brazing work. Auto cut off ‘dead man’s 
trigger’ function. Trigger lock - allows the 
gas supply to be ‘locked on’. Swirl flame for 
more even heat  distribution around a pipe. 
Advanced gas control system with automatic 
push button piezo ignition. Instant FLARESAFE 
- can be used at any angle immediately.

FAIGZPROAUTO
£42.91 Ex VAT  £51.49 Inc VAT

Max Operating 
Temperature 1610ºC

SPECIFICATIONS
Weight 266g
Ignition type Manual
Gas consumption 204 g/h
Dimensions (mm) L173 x W30 x H40
Optimum Power 1900 watts
Gas type Propane
Connection Type CGA600

Power Torch
Powerful solid brass gas torch 
for plumbing, soldering and 
brazing work. Solid brass 
construction. Can be used 
at any angle immediately. 
Powerful general flame for rapid 
application of heat. Manual ignition.

FAIGZPOWER
£23.44 Ex VAT  £28.13 Inc VAT

This torch is designed for direct use with gas 
cartridges using a CGA600 valve.

Max Operating 
Temperature 1520ºC

Gas Cylinder MAP/Pro 
CGA600 fitting
A robust steel cylinder fitted with a 
standard CGA600 cylinder connection. 
MAP/Pro gas is manufactured from a 
stable mixture of different proprietary 
gases and is the hottest commercially 
available gas and will provide a working 
temperature of up to 1600°C in 
conditions down to -20°C.

Can be used with FAIGZPROAUTO 
(Faithfull Quick Pro Auto Power Torch) 
and FAIGZPOWER (Faithfull Power 
Torch) and other similar torches that 
use CGA600 valves.

Size: 400g

FAIGZMAPP
£14.85 Ex VAT  £17.82 Inc VAT

FAIGZPROPANE
£10.94 Ex VAT  £13.13 Inc VAT

Gas Cylinder Propane 
CGA600 fitting
A robust steel cylinder fitted with 
a standard CGA600 connection. 
Higher pressure and hotter flame 
than mixed gas cartridges. 
Hot stable gas that will provide a 
working temperature of 1520°C in 
conditions down to -20°C, robust 
steel cylinder that uses a standard 
CGA600 connection. 

Can be used with 
FAIGZPROAUTO (Faithfull 
Quick Pro Auto Power Torch) and 
FAIGZPOWER (Faithfull Power 
Torch) and other similar torches 
that use CGA600 valves.

Size: 400g.
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